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To Our Supporters
Approximately 80,000 chemicals are used commercially and over 4 billion
pounds of chemicals are released into the environment every year. These
chemicals pollute our air, water, and soil, and endanger the health of
communities across the country.

Alyssa Schuren
Executive Director
Toxics Action Center

From the beginning,
Toxics Action Center has
helped us to stay
focused on winning
strategies while…
networking with others
fighting to protect their
communities. Working
with Toxics Action
Center has meant
reaping…rewards on
many levels.”
— John Chicoine,
president of
Concerned Citizens
of Russell, a
Massachusetts group
opposing the
construction of a
poorly-sited biomass
power plant.

That’s why Toxics Action Center’s work in 2006 was so important. Our staff of
eight has been here to assist more than 65 New England citizens’ groups and
nearly 1,000 individuals in their efforts to prevent and clean up toxic threats.
Nineteen years ago, Toxics Action Center worked with communities to tackle
historical pollution problems, such as cleaning up toxic waste dumps. Today
nearly half of our community’s campaigns are working to take proactive measures. For example, in Natick, Massachusetts we worked with Carole Berkowitz
and the citizens’ group Protect Our Water Resources to promote a non-toxic
method for managing invasive weeds in Lake Cochituate; in New Hampshire
we assisted residents across the state to successfully extend the moratorium
on burning hazardous construction and demolition debris; and in Brunswick,
Maine we worked with Laura Moon and Brunswick Pesticide Watch to prevent
pesticide spraying and sludge spreading on public property. We also expanded our Refuse to Use ChemLawn pesticide-reduction campaign to North
Carolina, Florida and California.
I’d love to say that the shift from reactive cleanups to more proactive and
preventative campaigns means that there are fewer toxins in our environment,
but sadly, that’s not the case. We’ve learned over the years that toxic pollution
is not as easy to spot in 2006 as it was in 1987. Today, many contaminants are
found in the day-to-day products we use, like household cleaning products
and children’s toys. Toxics Action Center is working to stay ahead of this curve
by continuing to work with families to create the healthy communities they
desire, while partnering with organizations working on policies to phase out
toxic chemicals in our every-day products.
Thank you for your support in 2006. We hope to return the favor by working
with you to create safe and healthy communities throughout New England.
Sincerely,

Alyssa Schuren
Executive Director

Curbing the use of toxic pesticides

Citizens’ Victory
Over Pesticides
More than 40 years after Rachel
Carson’s “Silent Spring” brought the
world’s attention to the health and
environmental impacts of DDT, the
use of hazardous pesticides has only
increased. Across New England,
pesticides are applied to control
invasive plants like Eurasian water
milfoil, curly leaf pondweed and
water chestnut. Even with increasing
evidence of the dangers of
pesticides, more than 230 lakes are
treated with herbicides every year in
Massachusetts alone.

commissioned study. The study
discovered that fluoridone, the
proposed treatment, would end up
in drinking water supplies. Town
boards in Natick voted unanimously
against the proposal, and the state is
now implementing several nonchemical pilot projects for the lake:
an expanded hand-pulling program,
a year-long study of two solarpowered water circulators called
Solarbees, and the use of weevils,
small beetles that eat Eurasian
milfoil.

Pesticides in waterways can throw
off nutrient levels, kill off beneficial
organisms, and make local
communities’ drinking water unsafe.
Safer alternatives exist for controlling
invasive aquatic plants, including
biological and mechanical methods
like benthic matting, harvesting, and
selective insects like weevils.

The work of POWR got the state’s
attention. Regulators are now
looking into revising their guide for
managing invasive species. After the
Lake Cochituate victory, Toxics
Action Center formed the
Massachusetts Coalition for Pesticide
Reduction to connect communities
across the region threatened by
pesticide application.

Citizens in Natick, Massachusetts,
won a major victory this spring when
they convinced the local
Conservation Commission to reject
the state’s proposal to apply
pesticides to Lake Cochituate. The
lake serves as a major drinking water
source for the town of Natick. Carole
Berkowitz and her neighbors formed
the citizens group Protect Our Water
Resources (POWR) to educate the
town about the threat of pesticides
and turn out fellow residents in
support of non-toxic weed control.
The nail in the coffin for the state’s
pesticide proposal occurred when
the citizen group prompted a state-

Kids from Natick and surrounding towns at the rally to save
Lake Cochituate.

“‘Pesticides are not ‘safe.’ They are
produced specifically because they are
toxic to something.”
— Environmental Protection Agency’s
Citizens’ Guide to Pesticides
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Keeping our air safe to breathe

Vermonters Breathe Easy
After International Paper
Abandons Tire Burn

Middlebury resident’s dogged visibility events—like the rally
above—finally paid off when International Paper called off its
tire burn.

The International Paper facility on
the shore of Lake Champlain in
Ticonderoga, New York is the largest
single source of pollution in the state
of Vermont. Three years ago,
International Paper released plans to
add tire chips to their fuel mix.
Adding insult to injury, they
appealed to officials to recognize
tire-burning as a renewable energy
source, in order to qualify for a large
tax break.
International Paper proposed
burning 72 tons of tires daily without
installing devices to control the
pollution. Studies have shown
burning tires releases dioxins, heavy
metals, other toxic chemicals, and
fine particulates, causing a range of
respiratory and heart problems, and
potentially cancer.
Residents in Middlebury, Vermont,
became deeply concerned about
International Paper’s proposal and
the effect it would have on health
and quality of life in northwest
Vermont. They formed People for
Less Pollution to oppose the
dangerous proposal and pressure
International Paper to install
pollution controls. Over the past year
Toxics Action Center worked side by
side with People for Less Pollution,
VPIRG, and, later, the Northeast
Clean Air Coalition, to mount
political pressure, media, corporate,
and finally legal pressure against
International Paper’s tire burn
proposal.
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As the plant fired up its boilers in
early November, residents rallied to
march to Crown Point, New York and
began monitoring the progress of the
tire burn and its negative effects.
After just a few days, the diligence of
residents across the region paid off.
Due to concerns about the level of
pollution being emitted from the
plant during a test burn,
International Paper announced that
it was abandoning its plan to use
tires as fuel.
Toxics Action Center supported the
work of these community groups
with a 2006 Dirty Dozen Award that
we presented to the Environmental
Protection Agency and the New York
Department of Environmental
Conservation for allowing the
additional pollution. In addition,
Toxics Action Center and People for
Less Pollution are laying new plans
to push for both stronger renewable
energy standards and stronger air
quality protection at the state level.

Passing landmark legislation to
protect communities

Maine Residents Successful
In Stopping Sludge Use
Sludge—containing leftover metals
and toxins from wastewater
treatment plants—is sold or given
away as fertilizer for communities
around the country. Sludge is
marketed as a recycled, organic
solution to a waste problem. In
reality, sludge contains the worst of
everything that is poured down our
drains; from heavy metals like lead
and mercury, to dioxin to toxic
chemicals from industries. Sludge
also carries pathogens like E. coli,
salmonella, and Hepatitis A. We
believe that sludge should not be
spread on land where our food is
grown, where children play, near
drinking water supplies, or near
lakes and rivers.
We worked with Laura Moon, a
Brunswick, Maine resident, to stop
her town’s longtime practice of
sludge and pesticides use on
municipal land—on parks, road
medians, and even sports fields and
playgrounds. Residents like Laura
were almost constantly exposed,
along with their pets. Laura and her
dog, Sidney, both became sick after
playing catch in the local dog park.
Laura was concerned that children
being exposed to toxic sludge and
pesticides on a regular basis could
develop serious health problems.
Laura enlisted Toxics Action Center’s
help and together we worked to pass
an ordinance that would protect the
land above Brunswick’s drinking
water aquifer from sludge.

Unfortunately, many of the elected
officials in town have strong ties to
the sludge industry—the vice
president of one of the sludge
companies sits on the recycling
committee in town. The sludge
industry poured money and
resources in to try to defeat the
ordinance.
On Election Day, 2006, after a longfought battle, Brunswick residents
voted to pass Brunswick’s
Community Health and Land Care
ordinance—a major victory for
citizen organizing and public health.
The ordinance sets up a
comprehensive and progressive
organic municipal turf management
program based on sound
horticultural practices, which do not
allow toxic chemicals or composted
sewage sludge.
Brunswick’s ordinance sets the
precedent for other towns in Maine
and New England to pass similar
public health and environmental
protections.
Since the passage of the ordinance,
town officials heavily influenced by
the sludge industry, passed a
moratorium on the organic lawn care
ordinance—effectively rejecting the
will of the voting public. Laura and
Tom, along with Toxics Action Center,
will continue to work to reinstate the
ordinance and protect public health
and democracy.

Kids and pets alike can now safely play on public lawns in
Brunswick, without threat from heavy metals and dioxins.
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Toxics Action Center

IN 2006 TOXICS ACTION CENTER
WORKED WITH MORE THAN 65
COMMUNITIES IN NEW ENGLAND
TO ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL
AND PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEMS.
BELOW ARE BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS
OF SOME OF THESE CAMPAIGNS.

Hazardous waste
New England’s industrial past has
left behind a legacy of
contaminated air, water, and soil.
Residents across the region are
working to hold polluters
accountable and make sure our
communities are healthy places
to live and work.

1. Tiverton, RI: Environmental
Neighborhood Awareness
Committee of Tiverton is moving
full steam ahead to ensure a full
cleanup of the homes affected by
pollution from the New England
Gas Company, including eliminating
arsenic, lead and cyanide
contamination. This year, the
residents’ plight was acknowledged
when the state environmental
agency issued a notice of
environmental violation holding
the polluter accountable for the
contamination.
2. Ashburnham, MA: Concerned
Citizens of Ashburnham were able
to secure state funds to bring town
water to residents on Fitchburg
Road, where leaking underground
gasoline storage tanks contaminated
private wells with MTBE, a toxic
gasoline additive.
3. Hamden, CT: The Newhall
Coalition continues to work to
ensure full cleanup of the
contamination created by
Winchester, a company now
owned by Olin Chemical. Toxic
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chemicals and heavy metals have
been found on school grounds and
under more than 300 homes.
4. Williamstown, VT: United
Neighbors in Force, a group of
residents facing groundwater
contamination from the UniFirst
dry cleaning company, persuaded
the state to reinvestigate the extent
of the pollution, develop more
extensive cleanup plans, and
solidify a permanent, clean
drinking-water source.

Toxic pesticides
Pesticides are toxic and
increasingly linked to learning
disabilities, miscarriages, cancer
and other health concerns. The
use of toxic pesticides has come
under increased scrutiny by
residents across New England.

5. Natick, MA: Activists with the
local group Protect Our Water
Resources worked to ensure the
town’s drinking water source, Lake
Cochituate, was not treated with
aquatic herbicides.
6. Brunswick, ME: Brunswick
Pesticide Watch and the Katahdin
Center passed a landmark ordinance
for an organic municipal turf
management program that does
not allow the use of pesticides or
composted sewage sludge.
7. Hancock and Washington
Counties, ME: Building off our
victory in preventing the two largest
blueberry growers from aerial
spraying of pesticides, we continue
to work with Down East region
community groups to monitor
pesticide drift, pressure other large
growers to stop aerial spraying, and
promote a statewide ban.

Landfills and recycling
Our nation continues to be the #1
throwaway society in the world.
Toxics Action Center, along with
our partner group Recycling
Action, is dedicated to working
with residents across the region
to stop dangerous landfill and
incinerator projects, reduce waste
and increase recycling.

8. Montpelier, VT: We’re working
with Central Vermont Solid Waste
Management District on a plan to
increase recycling and composting
programs around the state, in an
effort to reduce the waste that ends
up burned or buried.
9. Cumberland, RI: Stop Trashing
Our Place, a group of concerned
citizens, is working to prevent the
siting of two trash transfer stations
in their town.
10. Canterbury, NH: Residents with
the Oxbow Initiative were
successful in stopping a proposal
for a 69-acre landfill on the
Merrimack River.

Dangerous facilities
Many communities face the
threat of dangerous industrial
and chemical facilities. Toxics
Action Center is working with
residents across the region to
ensure polluting operations are
cleaned up and new facilities are
not built in residential neighborhoods.

11. Jamaica Plain, MA: The Cranston
Street Neighborhood Association
convinced their community,
neighborhood council and the City
of Boston to stop a proposed
expansion of an auto body shop
and required the owner to install
improved technology.

Cleaning up and preventing
pollution throughout New England

12. Chester, VT: Action for Chester’s
Tomorrow is working to prevent the
siting of a major hard rock quarry
in their neighborhood and next to
the regional school.

Clean water
Access to clean water is a basic
human right. Toxics Action
Center is working with residents
across New England to make sure
our rivers and lakes are free of
pollution and communities have
clean, safe water to drink.

13. Bradford, RI: The Bradford
Coalition 2 Stop Pollution was
successful in holding Bradford
Dyeing Association accountable for
the thousands of pounds of toxic
chemicals the company was
dumping into the local river. The
court settlement against the
company was a landmark victory
against dirty textile mills.
14. Everett, MA: Stop the Sludge is
working to prevent the siting of a
sludge processing plant that would
release oils and storm water runoff
into the Charles River.
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Maine

Vermont

“Toxics Action Center’s presence
has been a key to the success of
our organization to date. There is
no doubt that the assistance given
us by Toxics Action Center has
enabled us to be ready to meet the
challenges ahead in a way that we
could not have achieved without
their help.”
— Craig Abrahams, Vice President of
VOCAL, a Williston, Vermont group
working to defeat a proposed regional
66-acre landfill in their neighborhood.
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New
Hampshire

8
4
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SITES WHERE WE HAVE WORKED
TOXICS ACTION CENTER OFFICES
12
2

14
11

5

Massachusetts
9

1

Connecticut
13

Rhode
Island

3
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Preventing landfill pollution

A Victory For Clean Water
In New Hampshire
Toxics Action Center and the
residents of Canterbury won a major
victory this year when they blocked
the siting of a 69-acre solid waste
landfill between two 100-foot bluffs
along the Merrimack River. Located
less than seven miles away from the
state’s Capitol, the proposed solid
waste landfill would have towered
higher than any of the surrounding
trees and would have received more
than 500 trucks of garbage six days
per week.
Thanks to the work of the Oxbow Initiative and Toxics Action
Center, the Merrimack River remains clean and pure, safe from
landfill contamination.

“One year ago, 99.9% of the population
in the 27 affected towns along the
river knew nothing of this proposed
landfill. Due to our efforts, a
considerable portion of the population
is now aware.”
— John Bouton, of the Oxbow Initiative

Residents were rightly concerned
about the landfill. More and more of
our everyday products contain toxic
chemicals, such as mercury or PBDEs
(flame retardants), and these toxic
products are tossed in with the rest
of our waste. The Environmental
Protection Agency has stated that all
landfills eventually leak, so residents
in Canterbury had good reason to
worry that landfill pollution would
eventually leach into the Merrimack
River.
In addition to being a popular
recreational site, the Merrimack
River is also an aquifer for the city of
Nashua. It has taken approximately
30 years to clean up the river and
make it suitable for recreation and
drinking.
Concerned about their health and
their environment, residents of
Canterbury worked with Toxics
Action Center to form the Oxbow
Initiative in January 2005. They
collected thousands of petitions
against the landfill, generated
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significant media attention, and
formed a strong coalition of conservation commissions from many
towns along the river. Their hard
work paid off. In August 2006, the
permit for the landfill was
withdrawn.
“The landfill would have reversed all
of the hard work and money that
had been spent to clean up the
Merrimack in the last 30 years,” said
Meredith Small, New Hampshire
Community Organizer for Toxics
Action Center.
Members of the Oxbow Initiative
aren’t stopping now that they’ve
prevented the landfill from coming
to their town. They continue to work
with surrounding towns to educate
people about the risks of landfills
and to promote environmentally
sound ways of managing their waste.

“Toxics Action Center’s assistance and participation in our ongoing efforts to shut down the
Wheelabrator Claremont trash incinerator have been invaluable. They have provided their
professional hands-on training for members of our group as we have strategized, planned, and
taken action to involve the public and move decision makers to formulate wise choices around
waste management. Toxics Action has made their resources and personnel readily available to us
for each step along the way.”
— Jackie Elliot, co-founder of CLEAR, part of the coalition that passed
a moratorium on the burning of dangerous construction and
demolition debris through the New Hampshire Legislature.
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Income

69% FROM FOUNDATIONS
25% FROM INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
6% OTHER

Expenses

76% PROGRAM
15% ADMINISTRATION
9% FUNDRAISING
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Thank
You!
Laura Bagnall
Jamie Banks
Andy Bauer
Lynn & Stephen Baum
Ann Berman
Betty Bigwood
Lisa Birk
Doris Bouwensch
Norman Bridwell
Torin Brine
Shirley Brown
Olive Bruce
Art Burns
Paul Burns
Jane Cahill
Carolyn Carlson
Christine Carney
Steve Cavanaugh
Dick Clapp
Patricia Cloonan
Vera S. Cohen
Glenna Collett
Barry Cornwall
James Costa
Linda Crowe
Jean Cummings
Charles Deknatel
Ann L. Deluty
Susan Dickie
Jan Dizard
Faith J. Driggs
Steve Dungan
Marguerite Eckles
Daniel Edson
Christopher Edwards
Merilyn Eldridge
Joseph Emerson
Jon Ericson
Marie Farese
Sally Farmer
Marcia Felth
David Fleming
Anna Forsberg
Cathy M. Freedberg
Janet Z. Giele
Carol Goreman

Joan Green
Richard Greenspan
Nancy Gregg
Cary Grover
Kenneth Hammond
Bob Hanold
Anne Harwood
Jeff Hatalsky
Victoria Hattersley
Charlotte Hays
Ruth Hawkins
Gloria Healy
John & Olivann Hobbie
Jody Howard
Peter Howard
Jeffrey Hughes
Glenn Hurowitz
Richard Hutchinson
Bob Jones
Myla Kabat-Zinn
Beth Karp
Jeanne Krieger
Ben Kublin
Ralph Kusinitz
Russell Landrigan
Richard Laursen
Mary Lavin
Charles Learoyd
Robert Lipkowitz
Joshua Lobel
Sheila & Norm Mackinnon
Ed Mangiafico
Gary & Mary Matthews
Theresa Matthews
Lori Mazzarelli
Douglas Bruce McHenry
Ruth McKay
E. Miller
Millie Milton
Stephen F. Mooney
Catherine Morocco
Shirley Mosczynski
Marriott Moska
Leonard S. Newcomb
Walter Norton
Ron Pallisco

Jean Parker & Bob Dale
Eric Paulson
Elizabeth Paynter
Monte Pearson
Mary Ann Perry
Douglas H. Phelps
Anne Marie Pilch
Ken Pimental
Merdith Porter
Public Domain Foundation
Lois Regestein
Betty S. Rhodes-Latner
Mimi Rhys
John Ritsher
Michael Robbins
Andy Robinson
Ann Robson
James Rodgers
Glen Rokicki
Pat & Scott Sainsbury
Kay Seligson
Leslie Spaneas
Anne St. Goar
Barbara Steen-Elton
Betty Steudel
Beverly Sullivan
Susan Sussman
Kathleen Taylor
Michael Tobias
Susan Trackman
Kathy Vandiver
Dennis Weatherstone
Ron Webber
Barbara Wheeler
Pam White
Gil Woolley
Jim & Joan Wright
Kenneth A. Wright
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EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS OFFICE
44 Winter Street, 4th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 292-4821

RHODE ISLAND OFFICE
11 South Angell Street #337
Providence, RI 02906
(401) 421-0007

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS OFFICE
233 N. Pleasant Street, Suite 32
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 253-4458

VERMONT OFFICE
141 Main St., Suite 6
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 223-4099

CONNECTICUT OFFICE
198 Park Road, 2nd floor
West Hartford, CT 06119
(860) 233-7623
MAINE OFFICE
39 Exchange Street, Suite 301
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 871-1810

info@toxicsaction.org and
www.toxicsaction.org

“Toxics Action Center has
supported us from the
beginning. They were
instrumental in the
formation of what has
become a strong
community action group
fighting the environmental
issues in our neighborhood…and continue to help
as the situation develops
and changes.”
— Ann Bettinger Guimond,
member of Alton
Community Action in
Rhode Island, a group
working to clean up a
textile mill that is
polluting the
community’s air
and water.

NEW HAMPSHIRE OFFICE
30 S. Main Street, Suite 301
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 229-1331
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